A reputation for excellence and reliability
Whilst over 100 years’ experience in the rubber and plastics industry is impressive we don’t stop there. Continual improvement in training, material development, equipment and processes, together with the dedication of our staff, ensures we remain leaders in our market. We strive to deliver the very best levels of service and product quality at all times.

Wherever you are in the world and whatever your industry you can trust us to deliver. Working with engineers and designers our team have the experience and technical knowledge to help design and develop the ideal solution for your application.

Our aim is to work to form long lasting mutually beneficial relationships with both our supply chain and customer base. It is this dedication to developing partnerships that maintains our consistent supply base and our reputation for excellent customer service and ensures customers come back time and time again.

Quality without compromise
OUR CAPABILITIES, SERVICE & MATERIALS

CB Frost draws from a wide range of materials and converting techniques allowing us to offer an exact custom made solution for your application. Careful selection of the ideal material is helped with our ability to offer samples for test. We can produce production batch quantities from small/medium to volume scheduled work.

“Our range of sheet and roll stock materials include; Neoprene, EPDM, Natural (including synthetic blends of sponges), Polyethylene, Polyurethanes and Silicones”

Capabilities and Product Offerings
- Tape/Strip – Plain and Adhesive backed
- Gaskets – Plain and Adhesive backed
- Rubber mouldings
- Sponge and solid rubber profiles
- Fabrication
- Specialist insulation products
- Approved stockist of the Bostik range of adhesives and sealants

Why use CB Frost
- Fast and reliable turnaround
- Quality of product
- Competitive pricing
- Excellent customer and technical support
- A wide range of quality product

Our range of materials
CB Frost offers an extensive range of materials. Foam, sponge and solid rubbers are stocked in sheet and roll stock available for conversion in to die cut shapes, tapes and fabrications. Most materials can be offered in various densities and hardness, as well as moulded or extruded components.

Our range of sheet and roll stock materials include; Neoprene, EPDM, Natural (including synthetic blends of sponges), Polyethylene, Polyurethanes and Silicones. Careful selection is needed as each material has its unique attributes. Whether you are looking for a particular mechanical ability, sealing standard, resistance to aging or compliance to a fire standard - dependant on the target industry - such as UL 94 for electronics or BS6853 and EN 45545 for rail, CB Frost can offer a material which meets your needs.

Please visit www.cbfrost-rubber.com to see our technical data sheets online or contact us for a sample brochure.
For an experienced and reliable supplier of high quality rubber, plastic or sponge products choose CB Frost.

**MARKET SECTORS**

Our comprehensive range of materials along with our technical knowledge allows us to supply product to a varied range of industries.

**These include:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY (MOD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTOMOTIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRICAL &amp; ELECTRONICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEATING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIE CUT GASKET & WASHERS

Our manufacturing capability allows us to offer finished cut parts in various options. Our machinery is capable of cutting a wide range of non-metallic sheet material. Small parts can be supplied Kiss-cut in rolls or supplied as a cut part using automatic machinery.

We cater for quantities ranging from custom one offs to full volume production. Where gasket dimensions exceed the capability of the machinery we can cut and bond to a finished design.

APPLICABLE SECTORS

RUBBER MOULDINGS

CB Frost supply compression mouldings using a variety of materials into various industries. Typical items include seals, gaiters and rubber to metal anti-vibration mounts. A variety of elastomers are used in a range of hardness.

Tooling is manufactured to suit the application, from single cavity for proto-typing/small batch production to multi-cavity tools designed for long running schedules.

APPLICABLE SECTORS
RUBBER EXTRUSION

We offer custom made extrusions from a range of polymers: Neoprene, EPDM, Natural and Silicones, etc. These are manufactured in both solids and sponge. Items can be supplied cut to length or in coil form.

Profiled section can be further processed into finished components by fabrication by various manufacturing techniques such as bonding or vulcanization. Various colour options are available, dependant on the polymer. Sections can be supplied complete with an adhesive tape applied.

APPLICABLE SECTORS

AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTING RAIL CONSTRUCTION

FABRICATION

We have many years experience in combining various manufacturing techniques and materials to supply a finished item ready for installation.

We combine sheet material, extruded section and moulded components to manufacture bespoke finished items which include: sewn bellows, joined rings and air seals. These are used in all sections of industry for applications such as expansion joints, component protection, air and water sealing, insulation and noise control.

APPLICABLE SECTORS

CONSTRUCTION LIGHTING MILITARY (MOD) RAIL
SPONGE STRIP/TAPE

CB Frost converts non-metallic materials in a wide variety of rubbers and sponges from our comprehensive stocks into continuous strip form. A selection of machinery allows us to offer tape from 3mm to 1mtr wide. Each material is available in a range of thickness and most can be supplied either plain or adhesive backed.

A range of adhesive tapes are available to enable us to cater to specific user requirements. Tapes are applied using our laminating machinery ensuring continuity of quality.

APPLICABLE SECTORS

KEY PERSONNEL

Phil Beadle
Commercial Director
phil.beadle@cbfrost-rubber.com

Dave Dunn
Purchasing Director
dave.dunn@cbfrost-rubber.com

Paul Kennedy
Technical Director
paul.kennedy@cbfrost-rubber.com

Mark Jones
Sales Director
mark.jones@cbfrost-rubber.com

Daniel Brock
Sales Engineer
daniel.brock@cbfrost-rubber.com

Edward Booth
Sales Estimator
edward.booth@cbfrost-rubber.com

Pauline Fearon
Accounts Manager
pauline.fearon@cbfrost-rubber.com

NEED SAMPLES AND INFORMATION?
Samples, technical information and data sheets about our products are available upon request.

MADE IN THE UK
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